Ultrafast UV-induced photoisomerization of intramolecularly H-bonded symmetric β-diketones.
In photoinduced molecular reaction dynamics, the effects of electronic charge redistribution can lead to multiple pathways that are determined by the nature of the initial structures involved and the environment the molecule of interest is studied in. The β-diketones are a common example of this complexity. They show keto-enol tautomerism that is almost totally shifted toward the enolic form. However, compared to the gas phase, the photochemistry proceeds completely differently by virtue of the solvent environment for these compounds, which are used in commercial sunscreen agents due to a high absorption in the ultraviolet (UV) and fast deactivation processes. We disclose these dynamics by investigating three symmetrical β-diketones in various solvents. To observe these effects on an ultrafast time scale directly in the UV spectral region where the relevant electronic transitions take place, we have developed and employed femtosecond transient absorption with detection capability in the deep UV. Our studies confirm that electronic excitation of the chelated enol form does not lead to any ultrafast photochemistry other than proton transfer followed by rotamerization. The formation of the nonchelated conformers takes place on a picosecond time scale through a dark state, whereas the recovery to the stable chelated enol form is a comparably slow process.